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Publications in scholarly journals and any other forms of work are taken as subjects of KUT faculty evaluation, which is linked to its promotion system. Since KUT requires its faculty members to submit journal papers (full text) or duplicates of work, all those works have been accumulated in the institution. In the 2006 academic year, with the help of the faculty evaluation committee, the KUT library asked the faculty members for submission of author version files and publication permission for IR.

Process to the publication in KUT IR

2003~2005

Faculty members → Faculty evaluation committee → Library

Journal papers (full text) → Articles

The articles which passed examination by the faculty evaluation committee are collected to the library

2006

Faculty members → Faculty evaluation committee

• Author version files
• Journal papers (full text)
• Publication permission for IR

Library

• Investigating copyright policies
• Producing metadata
• Creating electronic files

KUT IR

Status in 2006

Percentage of submitter of the articles

Submitted 41%
Not submitted 59%

Percentage of articles consented to publication in KUT IR (after passing the examination by the faculty evaluation committee)

Consented 76%
Not consented 24%

Copyright policies of articles consented to publication in KUT IR

Permitted 52%
Required to ask 25%
Uncertain 11%
Not Permitted 4%
Unknown 8%

Plans for the next year

• The library continues to accumulate articles for the repository, asking faculty members via the faculty evaluation committee.

• Articles which are not permitted to be published in the repository are planned to be stored in the faculty members’ database (which is now being constructed).